Durniak: Harold Varmus quite surprised when asked about the actual Nobel Prize Medal as opposed to the monetary award, chuckling and simply stating that "its not in a vault." However, after this light-hearted question, Varmus disclosed his opinion on NIH funding of research, quickly rebutting that there are areas of research which are "over-funded," and that "under-funded" is the wrong terminology. Varmus explained that "The NIH funds good applications, not particular areas, [however,] the NIH does not always receive good applications, one such area being computational biology." Varmus was sure to explain that this is not a trend in these research arenas, for instance, Varmus noted that the quality of applications in BioEngineering increased during his residence at the NIH. Also an interesting point made by Varmus was the difficulty in getting good investigators into difficult areas of study, such as studying disease states as opposed to basic neuroscience, mentioning autism as one of these neurological diseases. However, he believes this arena will follow the trend of BioEngineering.
When asked about fraud, specifically about the incident at Bell Laboratory, he admitted, "fraud is very hard to catch." He continued to explain that Bell Labs did not illustrate anything new, that "there is a small minority that will cheat. Fact is [however] science will always turn it up, because science is based on reproducibility." Warning any future cheaters, Varmus tells it like it is: "Science is a bad profession for a cheater, [he would be] much better off working in a bank or in corporate America where he can take the money and run."
Varmus is concerned about public opinion of scientific research, being a strong proponent for free and immediate access to journals stating, "there's no reason not to." Varmus believes that the current publication industry is under-using the potential of computers and the internet for dissemination, archiving and search purposes; dismissing any worries about the sensitivity of research stating that "if we start thinking any molecular biological manipulation is a source of terriorism, we're in big trouble." Varmus main point being the public, as taxpayers, pay for much of the research that is conducted yet is published in private journals.
Like many researchers today, however, the public opinion of biomedical research is a great concern, especially in the area of stem cell research. However, Varmus' opinion of the Bush administration's current policy and restrictions on stem cell research is optimistic, pointing out that "it could have been worse." Although Varmus did include how it could get worse: "ifresearch is restricted to privately funded institutions that will be a sad day for science."
And with that last question, the car pulled over outside the New Haven train station. Thanking Varmus for coming, spending time, and sharing his thoughts, he bid us goodbye, running into the station to buy his ticket back to NYC with 3 minutes to spare.
